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Bulkley Valley Museum Community Feedback Survey 2021 

Background: 

This survey was conducted between January 15th and March 31st 2021. In total, 68 responses were received.  

The survey was available digitally through the Mailchimp platform, an advertised through: 

• Museum’s email mailing list: January 15th, February 17th, and March 12th. 104 possible respondents each time. 

• Museum Facebook page:  January 28th and March 11th. Museum had 928 followers to the page that were 

possible respondents. Specific posts had a “reach” of 3154 and 1791 respectively.  

• Smithers Customer Service Review Facebook page: post was shared twice to this popular local group with over 

4000 members. 

• BV Genealogical Society Facebook group: post was shared once to this group, some members are cross-over 

with Museum’s list.  

• Smithers Memories: shared once to this group, over 500+ members.  

 

No physical surveys were circulated at this time, as the museum has had limited attendance due to Covid-19, and 

due to ease of compiling results if all in digital format.   

 

Comparisons to previous community feedback survey (2015):  

• 21 more responses were received over previous survey 

• While there was one respondent who indicated they’d like the museum to start running pottery classes again 

(confusing us with another former occupant of the Central Park Building), overall there were next to no 

responses that pertained to the Central Park Building or Smithers Art Gallery, whereas there were several in the 

last survey that discussed services or feedback not related to the  museum. This is a positive indication that our 

rebranding (including dropping an image of the CPB as our logo) and clear and consistent messaging about the 

museum and its programming, is working as hoped. 

• 52% of respondents indicated they visited the museum at least once per year, versus 38% previous survey  

• According to notes from the previous survey, we only had 148 followers on Facebook in 2015—today we have 

over 920! 

 



Question 1: 76% of respondents reported that they have visited the Museum within the last three years. Those that 

we reached through this survey clearly have an interest in visiting in person.  

Question 2: Digital Programming and Collections Online when combined are nearly equal to exhibits (45 vs. 49 

responses) 

Results also indicate we did not reach many educators, or families with kids who have experienced our school 

programs through this survey, with programming receiving the lowest number of selections. But interestingly, 

respondents think that school programming we offer is important (see next page).  



Question 3: Exhibits, overwhelmingly, are considered the most important part of our services by the respondents. A 

focus on providing quality exhibitions will be a significant part of the next strategic plan, based on this feedback.  

Despite respondents not indicating they are major users of school programming in Question 2, it ranks as our third 

most important offered service.  



Question 5: “If you would like to offer a comment on one of your answers about services/programming, please 

do so here” (not required).   

19 responses were provided, comments included: 

• “you’re doing great”, “BV Museum does an excellent job”, “the...team are awesome” 

• “"It would be really neat if some of the exhibits had immersive or interactive elements like the Royal BC 

Museum where you can walk through a space (room/store/ship etc.) or sit in a space (desk/old theatre). Also 

costumed actors in a themed performance or costumed guides."  

• ““I’m so impressed with how well [the museum] connects with the community and with how much you cram 

into a small space. “ This reviewer also asked for “better access to digital resources” commenting that they 

“hadn’t searched for them, but they aren’t terribly obvious either”  

• Education programming suggestions of: Curator classroom visits, “history kits” for teachers to borrow, closer 

ties to home learner groups, weekend or after school programming for kids  

• “love the cemetery walk” and “would be great to have a self guided cemetery tour brochure” 

• “I do not use the museum as much as I should but I do really appreciate the value of the museum and its 

services to our community” 

• “I did not know anything about ‘Collections Online’ until I did this survey. That is really valuable and world-

wide accessible thing to do” 

• “survive Covid without losing anything” 

• “I live in Surrey but have family in smithers. I visit the museum when I travel….and follow activities on FB” 



Top 5 exhibits visited: 

1. 100 Years of the Fall Fair  

2. 100 Years of Photography in the Valley 

3. Mining the Northwest 

4. Century of Steam and Steel 

5. Influenza: The Spanish Flu 

 

 

Note that three of our top 5 were new exhibits 3-6 years 

ago. 19 respondents (28%) did not visit any exhibits. 



Questions 7: 

Themes that the museum has traditionally, and recently, explored, including Indigenous history, natural history, 

everyday life, rail history, remain in demand . “Other” suggestions were skiing/sports history, and Irish or  “other 

immigrant stories”. 



Questions 8 and 9: 

Overwhelmingly respondents both support continuing to develop and offer virtual and offsite exhibits.  



Question 11: “The museum has been making efforts to ensure that we represent our diverse community. Are there 

any community histories that you feel we have not yet explored through exhibits or programming, or that we do not 

represent in our collections?” 

13 suggestions were received:  

• Scottish settlers  

• Irish settlers 

• Black History month 

• Smithers Public Library 

• Military history   

• Airport history 

• Indigenous history  

• Modern new Canadians (immigrants and refugees) 

• Dutch history and culture  

The Museum has previously presented exhibits on military, airport/air transportation, and Dutch history between 

2007-2015.  

Question 10: “If you would like to offer a comment about one of the questions related to exhibitions, do so here”.  

8 respondents. Responses included: 

• “I haven’t heard of or seen Cultural Crawl exhibits 

• “It would be great if they were a little more kid friendly….[including] a room specifically for kids...and have the 

activities change monthly” 

• “more on diversity and inclusion” 

• Suggestions of a mobile app walking tour, general mobile app for the museum, history podcast by the museum 

• “culture crawl at Safeway was one of your best ideas—prominent and accessible location” 



Questions 12 and 13: Part D of the Mandate of the BV Historical and Museum Society is “to encourage preservation 

of historical landmarks, including buildings and monuments”.  

The museum has begun to take a leadership role in built heritage preservation, including presenting to Council on 

the issue in December 2018. The Museum presents an annual Canada Day walking tour of Main Street history, and 

in 2020 developed a Google Tour of historic buildings and landscapes in Smithers. Built heritage preservation is 

expected to be part of the review of the Town’s Official Community Plan in 2021-2022. These responses provide 

support for that work by the museum, and demonstrates an interest by the local community in built heritage 

preservation generally.  



Question 15: Generally most respondents are satisfied with the services that we offer. In retrospect, a question 

about what services we need to improve would have been helpful, although responses to other text questions give a 

sense of that.  

Question 14 asked for any further comments about built heritage.  

Only 4 comments were received. Two of the comments mentioned the cost of restoring buildings which was 

interesting to note. Preservation and restoration are often viewed as the same thing (quite different) - something to 

be aware of for future advocacy. It also appears that it was not clear from the questions asked that the Museum’s 

role would be as an activist and advocate, and to guide the Town towards enacting preservation through planning 

tools. Clarity in messaging going forward will be critical.  



Questions 16: Facebook, overwhelmingly, is where people are finding out information about our work. This is 

consistent with what we have observed by asking people how they found out about an event at the event, and by 

engagement levels with content.  




